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Outline: 

•  For network research, the past two decades 
represent a time of amazing growth and 
repeated, rapid paradigm shifts 
  Of course, you shouldn’t believe this claim w/o 

measurements to back it up! 

•  A personal view: 
 From network measurement to detecting attacks 
 From manual attacks ⇒ worms ⇒ bots ⇒ spam 
 Why all this leads to selling Viagra 
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                     Part I!

Pursuit of Truth +                                  
 Phobia of Being Fooled = 

                        Thirst for Data  



As ICSI Develops, So Does the Internet 

•  Jan 5, 1985: Ron Kay discusses the idea of 
forming ICSI w/ Domenico Ferrari 
  Size of the Internet: ≈ 1,200 hosts 

(340 KB/day through USENET bulletin board system) 

•  Jun 26, 1986: ICSI incorporated 
  ≈ 3,500 Internet hosts (810 KB/day) 

•  Jan 1, 1988: Lease at Center Street begins 
  ≈ 29,000 Internet hosts (1.8 MB/day) 

•  Sep 26, 1988: official inauguration of ICSI 
  56,000 Internet hosts (3.3 MB/day) 



I Start Watching the Internet Develop Too 

•  Sep 1990: I enroll in Prof. Ferrari’s grad 
“special topics” course on networking & 
start measuring networking traffic at LBL 
  313,000 Internet hosts (9.5 MB/day) 

•  Oct 21 1991: I join Prof. Ferrari’s Tenet group 
  617,000 Internet hosts (17.5 MB/day) 

•  May 11, 1994: My 1st paper on network 
measurement, Growth Trends in Wide Area 
TCP Connections, accepted for publication 
  ≈ 3,000,000 Internet hosts (130 MB/day) 



“… relatively new information-retrieval protocols such as 
Gopher and World-Wide Web exhibited explosive growth” 
“Our data suggests a very recent explosion in commercial use of 
the Internet …” 





= 80% growth/year





= 75% growth/year



Abuse 
Arrives 



Mid-1990s: Internet Abuse Starts 
Becoming a Concern 

•  Observation: operators increasingly ask whether 
network data sheds light on security incidents 
•  Hmmm, what about doing such measurement 

purposefully for security monitoring? 
•  Armed with equipment donation from DEC, the 

Bro intrusion detection system starts operating 
24x7 in 1996 
•  Inspects LBL border traffic in real-time 
•  Who-talks-to-whom, what service, how much data 
•  And, increasingly: what are the semantics of the 

conversations 



Detecting Attackers, 1990s-style 
•  Inspect access to sensitive objects: 

•  Hosts, usernames (“lp”, “r00t”), filenames (“/etc/passwd”), services 
(“mountd”, Windows file sharing) 

•  Look for specific forms of protocol abuse 
•  E.g., FTP “site exec”, excessively long “finger” requests 

•  Check for telling behavior 
•  Local host starts running an IRC chat server 
•  Outbound requests to www.uberhax0r.net, anticode.com 
•  Login sessions containing: “unset histfile” ; “eggdrop” ; 

“printf(“overflowing” ; “smurf.c by Tfreak” ;    “Super 
Linux Xploit” ; “Coded by James Seter”

•  Attackers exploit systems via interactive login sessions 
•  Motivated by bragging rights / vandalism 
•  Frequent community reuse of tools 
•  Employment of “bots” for automating IRC management 

•  But what about “serious” attackers rather than weenies?



Real-World Security: Threat Model 
•  1990s academic computer security research 

heavily influenced by cryptography’s standard of 
mathematical assessment of security strength 
•  Prove security properties … 
•  … given a model of a powerful adversary 

•  In practice, goal is risk management, not 
bulletproof protection. 
•  Much of the effort concerns “raising the bar” and 

trading off resources 
•  Threat model: what you are defending against 

•  This can differ from what an academic might expect 
•  Consider the Department of Energy … 









Network Security Research 
Grounded in Operational Use 
•  Our ties with LBL operational deployment have been 

research gold 
•  Transformative compared to working in small, self-contained 

environment like a lab 
•  Along with threat model (policy) realities, scale 

completely alters the problem landscape: 
•  Performance - current target: analyze >> 100K pps 

•  Research on: clustering; FPGA front end; multicore architecture 
•  Diversity - you see the darnedest (benign) “crud” 

•  Greatly complicates anomaly detection & detecting evasion 
•  Base Rate Fallacy - detector w/ 10-6 error rate might not work! 

•  Another operational reality: intrusion prevention 
•  Bro enabled to automatically block LBL traffic 

•  Very high standard for accuracy! 
•  #1 gain: dropping scanners 



= 55% growth/year



= 596% growth/year



The Worm Era 
Begins 





Worms 
•  When attacker compromises a host, they can instruct it to do 

whatever they want 
•  Automatically instructing it to find more vulnerable hosts to 

repeat the process creates a worm: a program that self-
replicates across a network 
  Often spread by picking 32-bit Internet addresses at random to probe … 

•  As worm repeatedly replicates, it grows exponentially fast 
  Each copy of the worm works in parallel to find more victims 

•  Can be big and fast … 
  Code Red (2001): 369K, 10 hours 
  Blaster (2003), 9M, 9 days (25M+ total) 
  Slammer (2003), 75K, < 10 min 
  Our paper designs (2004): 1M in ≈ 2 sec 
  Or: $50-150B damage in 1 day 



Worm Detection 

•  Particular problem: detect a new global outbreak 
very quickly and very accurately. 

•  Key notion: given random scanning by worms, 
if we monitor a large number of addresses, they 
will come to us 

Pursued as a CCIED Effort: 
Collaborative Center for 
Internet Epidemiology & 
Defenses (w/ UCSD) 



GQ: Building a Large-Scale Honeyfarm 

•  Honeyfarm: use a network telescope to route scan 
traffic to a set of honeypots 

•  Goal: scale to 250,000+ monitored addresses … 
•  … at high fidelity 
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unallocated addresses 
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To date, GQ has captured 66 distinct types 
of worms 
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The Worm Era 
Begins 

5-year Funding 
For CCIED to 

Fight the Threat 
of Worms Begins 

The Worm Era Ends 

The Onset of Aggressive 
Automated Tools 

Tools Become More Efficient; 
the Rise of Botnets 



Part II 

Selling Viagra®  











Marketplace Ads for Goods 



Marketplace Ads for Services 



Know Your Enemy 

•  A sophisticated underground economy has 
emerged to profit from Internet subversion 

•  Empowered by virtually endless supply of 
“bots” 
  Internet systems under complete attacker control 

•  Dirt-cheap access to bots fuels monetization 
via relentless torrents of spam 
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•  A sophisticated underground economy has 
emerged to profit from Internet subversion 

•  Empowered by virtually endless supply of 
“bots” 
  Internet systems under complete attacker control 

•  Dirt-cheap access to bots fuels monetization 
via relentless torrents of spam 

•  Just how profitable is all of this? 



Are Bots & Spam the New Black Gold? 

•  Spam finance elements: 
  Retail-cost-to-send  vs.  Profit-per-response  
  Key missing element: spams-needed-per-response, i.e., conversion rate 

How can we 
measure this? 



Welcome to Storm! 

Would you like to be one of our newest bots? 

Just read your postcard! 

    (Or even easier: just wait 5 seconds!) 



Welcome to Storm!  What can we sell you? 



These folks seem trustworthy … 



… how about these? 



Botnet Infiltration 
•  Thanks to E-Card spam, we can easily acquire Storm 

bot binaries … 
  … and run them within the controlled GQ environment 

•  Storm instructs some of its bots to serve as Command-
and-Control (C&C) proxies 
  Relay commands from botmaster to “workers”, send back results 

•  With a lot of elbow grease, we reverse-engineered the 
C&C protocol … 

•  … so we can record all spam sent through us … 

•  … and in fact rewrite spam directives so that E-Card / 
Pharma URLs come to our (defanged) web sites 





Campaign volumes - Spring 2008 



Conversion rates 

1 in 
12.5M 1 in 265K 1 in 178K 



Storm Revenue 
•  28 purchases in 26 days, average “sale” ~$100 

  Total: $2,731.88, $140/day 

•  But: we interposed on only ~1.5% of workers: 
  $9,500/day (8,500 new bots per day)  
  $3.5M/year 

•  Though if selling Viagra via Glavmed affiliation, cut is 40% 

•  Storm: service provider or integrated operation? 
  Retail price of spam ~$80 per million 

•  Pharmacy spam would have cost 10x the profit! 

  Strongly suggests 
Stor
m
 operates as an integrated operation rather than a reseller 



Summary
•  Network security research has seen enormous change 

over ICSI’s lifetime 
•  From: 

  Not a field … 
  … to fending off ardent amateurs 
  … to global worm epidemics 
  … to botnets employed for spam campaigns that fuel an emergent 

underground economy 

•  The first of these was pretty tenable (and fun!) 
•  The second was daunting but the field made some 

surprising advances 
  Though cyberwarfare remains a huge latent threat 

•  The third is even more daunting … 
  … deeply worrisome because it’s fueled by criminals out to make 

money - hastening the pace of adversary innovation 





Effects of Blacklisting on Delivery Rates 

Ineffective 

Effective 
Other 

filtering 



Conversion Rates For Different Countries 

10-4 

10-3 



Time-to-click distribution 


